DECORATOR FAN SPEED CONTROL, IVORY

94812I | Pass & Seymour

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Decorator Slide Fan Speed Control 12amp Full Range With Heat Sink, Ivory

- Full range variable low to high speed control.
- Easily ganged by removing scored heat sink fins.
- Heavy-duty toroid choke for RFI suppression.
- Black anodized heat sink for greater heat dispersion and enhanced appearance.
- 100 percent tested for symmetry for extended fan life.
- Ground lead provided.
- Ferrite bar coil choke for excellent RFI suppression.

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Discontinued: Yes
Color: Ivory
Type: Rotary
Special Features: Architectural Heat Sink
Style: Decorator

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

CSA Listing Info: No
CUL Listing No: No
cULus: No
cURus: No
Federal Spec: No
UL Listing No: Yes
UN SPSC: 39121502
UR: No

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Amps: 12A

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE
Pass & Seymour Decorator Slide Fan Speed Control 12amp Full Range With Heat Sink, Ivory

Full range variable low to high speed control.
Easily ganged by removing scored heat sink fins.
Heavy-duty toroid choke for RFI suppression.
Black anodized heat sink for greater heat dispersion and enhanced appearance.
100 percent tested for symmetry for extended fan life.
Ground lead provided.
Ferrite bar coil choke for excellent RFI suppression.

Country Of Origin: MEXICO
Buy American Act Status: Trade Agreement Act Compliant